FRENCH CLUB GIVES
ANNUAL PRODUCTION

Friday evening, Le Creusot Franchise gave the annual play at the Players Club, "Tétragone at St. Philip's," a modern comedy by Capell, which was presented before one of the best audiences in the splendid French (1st) act. This production was the first modern play in several years and was very well received by the audience. The performance was preceded by a reading of the French play, and the scenery and costumes were made by Dallas and Martin, lithographs, and the lighting was by the University Lighting Department. The whole was a success and the French Club was well represented.

SOPHOMORES AND FRESHMEN
PRESENT FOR SOCCER COMPETITION

Sophomore and Freshmen will meet on River Field at 11 a.m. in a soccer contest, to be the second game in their competition for the possession of the Penn Cup. The match will be played under a new set of rules, and will be the second of a six-game series. The weekly contests will be played each Saturday afternoon.

“Brignoll at Kettle” is the name of the second game. The contest will be held shortly after 4 p.m., in order to determine the winner of the Penn Cup, the game will be played in two parts, each consisting of 25 minutes. The game will be played in the oldest tradition of competitive soccer.

WINNER TOSSES DOWN
FACE-OFFS

York River Hinds Visitors Scorer:
For Seven Innings White Team

HALLOWAY'S CATCH PENNATIONAL

“Don’t Care” scored the first goal of the afternoon in the first game, and led to a 2-0 victory for Penn State. The game was played over 90 minutes, and the score was 2-0 in favor of Penn State.

Pennsylvania Debaters
BOW TO OHIO WESLEYAN

Red and Blue Ooters, although defeated by a fine team in the Crescent, are expected to make a good showing in the Freshman Sixes tournament.

First Debate of Western Tour

In the first debate of their match, the Debaters of the Ohio Wesleyan University drew on Saturday afternoon. The Ohio Wesleyan University won the debate, and the debate was held in the University Union at 2 o'clock.

Among the speakers who were not in the service of the University, one of the best known Edward W. Muntz, assistant to the Vice President, who was the first to speak. He received a standing ovation when he finished his speech, and of the other speakers, there were many.

The debate was attended by many of the University faculty and students, and the audience was composed of many of the University faculty and students.

OSCAR WINNER: THE FIRST WINNER

Perhaps the most prominent of the annual Commencement exercises is the George W. H. M. Schell Memorial Debate, which is held at the University on the first day of Commencement. The debate is given by the Freshman Debaters, who are expected to make a good showing in the Freshman Sixes tournament.

The debate was attended by many of the University faculty and students, and the audience was composed of many of the University faculty and students.

ARCHITECTS AWARDED
Beaux Arts Prizes

Pennsylvania Only Competitor Winning
Three of the Ten Highest Awards

In the recent contest conducted by the American Institute of Architects, which ended on April 5, the highest awards were won by Pennsylvania Architectural Students. The awards were given to the Freshman Debaters of the University, and the debate was held in the University Union at 2 o'clock.

The remarkable success of these men should reflect the fine works of Pennsylvania Architectural Students and the department's work on the Western campus.

CAMPUS QUARTERLY OPEN
BUSINESS BOARD COMPETITION

All students wishing to compete for the business board of the Joe's are asked to report to the new office of the student spirit publication of the University, 21 House Club, at 11 a.m. today. Those who are interested in the opportunity are offered to those who register in time and who are accepted by the business board.

The competition will be very short, and the first meeting will be held at 11 a.m. on the house.

Two more cases of Jumbo, the campus quarterly, will be published this year. The first will appear after the spring vacation and the last before the fall examinations.

FRAZIER PRICE WORI BY
TWENTY-FOUR-ALUMNI

Award is Made Normally to Athlete in Senior Class Who Has Highest Yearly Average

W. N. MORRIS, '25, FIRST WINNER

Perhaps the most prominent of the annual Commencement exercises is the George W. H. M. Schell Memorial Debate, which is held at the University on the first day of Commencement. The debate is given by the Freshman Debaters, who are expected to make a good showing in the Freshman Sixes tournament.

The debate was attended by many of the University faculty and students, and the audience was composed of many of the University faculty and students.

A LONETT AREA VICTOR IN

Among the speakers who were not in the service of the University, one of the best known Edward W. Muntz, assistant to the Vice President, who was the first to speak. He received a standing ovation when he finished his speech, and of the other speakers, there were many.

The debate was attended by many of the University faculty and students, and the audience was composed of many of the University faculty and students.

OFFICIAL NOTICE
In the recent contest conducted by the American Institute of Architects, which ended on April 5, the highest awards were won by Pennsylvania Architectural Students. The awards were given to the Freshman Debaters of the University, and the debate was held in the University Union at 2 o'clock.

Attorneys named and the description of the case for the year to be held at New Haven, May 30, 31, Wednesday and Thursday, and May 1, 2, Friday and Saturday.

New York University

Visitors met defeat at the hands of the Phil- D. S. Hunter, captain of last year's Freshman team, followed by the Freshman Debaters of the University. The debate was held in the University Union at 2 o'clock.

Both teams scored during the first five minutes of play, and each as soon as an opportunity presented itself. The New York University team broke loose against the Penn State team, and the Freshman Debaters of the University were defeated at the hands of the Phil- D. S. Hunter, captain of last year's Freshman team, followed by the Freshman Debaters of the University. The debate was held in the University Union at 2 o'clock.

Both teams scored during the first five minutes of play, and each as soon as an opportunity presented itself. The New York University team broke loose against the Penn State team, and the Freshman Debaters of the University were defeated at the hands of the Phil- D. S. Hunter, captain of last year's Freshman team, followed by the Freshman Debaters of the University. The debate was held in the University Union at 2 o'clock.

Both teams scored during the first five minutes of play, and each as soon as an opportunity presented itself. The New York University team broke loose against the Penn State team, and the Freshman Debaters of the University were defeated at the hands of the Phil- D. S. Hunter, captain of last year's Freshman team, followed by the Freshman Debaters of the University. The debate was held in the University Union at 2 o'clock.
EAT RIGHT

There is only one way to do that... Let us serve you delectable food in pleasant surroundings at a very low price.

Try us out over the weekend. Specially good Sunday dinners and suppers.

Ernie Allen’s Grill and Cafeteria
3337 Woodland Ave.
Formerly The Dutch Kitchen

To Dine and To Dance
No place in Philadelphia is more attractive than the Main Dining Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania. There you can Dine and Dance in the most beautiful Dining Room in Philadelphia to the Music of the Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra every evening from six to eight-thirty.

There is no cover charge and you may select your dinner from two club dinners, one at a dollar and a half and one at two dollars, or from an unlimited a la carte menu.

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA
For Reservations phone Baring 1940

EST. 1874

Beaston’s
Penna. Seal Paper at 75c. and $1.00 Soda grille the best coffee and sandwiches in the city. Try our pastry.

BEECH-NUT CHEWING GUM
Mint Flavored Always Refreshing

Beech-Nut Fruit Drops Lemon Lime Orange
Beech-Nut Mints Peppermint Wintergreen Clove Spearmint and

BEECH-NUT CARAMELS
A Full Cream Confection Beech-Nut Packing Company, Casasaville, N.Y.

NOTICES
Ice Hockey—Dundiek, Flitcher, Peru, Pottstown, Harrisburg, Daniel St. Wilson report of the A.A. Office at 1:15 on Tuesday.

Gym Team—Important practice at 5 P. M. today.

Cheerleaders—Cheerleading competition for sophomores. Report Wed., April 14, at 5 o’clock to wrestling rooms. Freeman Bruce—The following are reporters to the soccer room at 3:30 P. M. today, April 14th, for game with sophomore: on: Colburn, Rantle, Coiler, Bartel, Wood, Wagnor, Kaufman, Silver, Hiss, Beckert, Eulitz, Zan, Notzon, Backwell, Trzic, Spletstoe. Pizza and Young. Lancaster—Playing every afternoon at Silver Field at 3 P. M.

Berkshire Life Insurance Co.
of Pittfield, Mass.
Everett H. Plummer, General Agent
421 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

Service with Quality

Louis M. Kolb
Master Tailor
5711 Spruce St. Basement Store
Official Shop to student residents of dormitories. 10 Memorial Tower. We steam clean all clothes FREE with cost of pressing. TO HIRE—Full Dress, Tuxedo, Formal Suit. ORDERS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED Use Kolb’s Commutation Clothes Pressing Coupons 15c each. French Dry Cleaning. Repairing and Remodeling.

Tial Special
$.40 Luncheon
BLUE LATTICE INN
3485 WALNUT STREET
REAL SOUTHERN COOKING

PHONE WALNUT 3202

ERMMIO BROS.
249 So. 12th Street
Custom Tailors for Conservative College Men
At Prices Ranging From
$45 to $90

Next Sunday’s Easter
When you
Over sleep and
Miss breakfast
And haven't
But about
Ten or fifteen

Big bowl of
POST TOASTIES
And cream—
You don't
Have to wait.
As it's always

Minutes to
Get to class
And you
Throw your
Clothes on and
Run to the

Ready to
Serve—
And you
Hurriedly eat
Those delicious
Crispy flakes

Nearest rest'rant
And order a

And then
Get to class

Ain't it
WONDERFUL?!
AN EVENTFUL MEETING

Among the dates of historical interest from an athletic standpoint, that of Nov. 11, 1924 is destined to hold a prominent place. For on that day the Council on Athletics, in meeting assembled, passed a strict Degree Rule and abolished the two great institutions of the University—football and baseball. It is a step, a definite forward step in the athletic policy of the University, and one that men of foresight, for all that, must feel may not be entirely discreditable.

The Degree Rule, the result of two years of discussion, is in the main, as the part of many long Pennsylvania men who might be said to be at one with a powerful group, equally loyal, but thinking along different lines, the Pennsylvania eligibility code is now the highest in the country. When our 36 per cent scholastic requirements are considered, we may say that the Pennsylvania eligibility code is now the highest in the country.

Every undergraduate may well take pride in the fact that the University administrators, heads of departments, or even ten, if they attack him at the same time to be formed into as much of ordinary dogs, or even ten snarl and, minus perhaps a tail or an ear, will bark in disgust at the animal, these two to act as trainer and rubber. Tin r i- cine event is particular which it seems that Pennsylvania's eligibility code is now the highest in the country.

The recent interfraternity Ball caused us to pause (that during the course of the ball, however), and ponder on a subject which has long been close to our hearts. Since the Interfraternity Agreement was drawn up many years ago, there have been labeled in the campus numerous interfraternity factions such as baseball and basketball tournaments, refutative meet, and an organized ranking season.

A splendid spirit of sound rivalry has resulted from the contest, but we feel nevertheless that the field has not been bred, that many interesting opportunities have been missed. There is one concrete popular which it would almost criminal to have overlooked, a contest in which every fraternity would be industriously interested—our rules to a Grand and Glorious Interfraternity Dog Fight.

In practically every fraternity, which a member of the Agreement, there is a he found some race of canines, bulldogs, collies, terriers, poodles, police dogs, hounds, sleepers, and coppers are only a few which go to make up the

Each fraternity in position that its respective pesky would be king of the campus and to our mind the order war can be definitely settled by having a fight to the finish.

The Stadium can be cut off, immediately after the turn, so as an area in which to allow the conflict the increasing time to be increased by the Forty to train its warrior.

This is the only way in which to definitely settle the question of eligibility. At the A.B.I., the Field and the University, people will be classified by the university, and the choice of the university, who is to win the contest will be the one who is. (In the event of a tie, the two to act as trainer and rubber.) The Santiago is, of course, the private privilege of the University, and the choice of the University, who is to win the contest will be the one who is. (In the event of a tie, the two to act as trainer and rubber.)

The Stadium can be cut off, immediately after the turn, so as an area in which to allow the conflict the increasing time to be increased by the Forty to train its warrior.
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The Stadium can be cut off, immediately after the turn, so as an area in which to allow the conflict the increasing time to be increased by the Forty to train its warrior.
MacDonald & Campbell

FRASER PRIZE WON BY UNSTYLED FABRIC

FRAZIER PRIZE WON BY UNSTYLED FABRIC

MacDonald & Campbell

LEADING SPECIALISTS in
Successful Sports Clothes
Here Haberdashery
Motoring Apparel
1334-1336 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Franklin Sugars
in Packages handy
For every need from
TEA to
CANDY

Keeps Well in the Dormitory
"A Franklin Sugar For Every Use"

THE FRANKLIN SUGAR REFINING CO.
Philadelphia

Your Letter and You

Your letter should reflect your
individuality and good taste,
because it is your first personal
representative.

Writing's correspondence papers are
made in sizes, styles and colors
properly adapted to the College
and University Man.

Be sure you see

WHITING'S FABRIC
WHITING'S ENGLISH VELLUM
WHITING'S MOIST LINEN
WHITING'S DECKEL EDGE
WHITING'S PRAYSEDE
ALL good stationers

When you think of Writing...
Think of Whiting

WHITING'S DECKEL EDGE
134-1336 CHESTNUT STREET

WHITING'S POLO CLOTH
WHITING'S FRAYEDOE

WHITING'S FRANKLIN SUGAR
WHITING'S ENGLISH VELLUM

WINTER'S WANT A SLOGAN

WHITE HOUSE CAFE

Eating Headquarters
for
U. of P. Students

Being Open

Christmann's Bakery
D. J. Tommow, Prop.
333 Westwood Avenue
BREAD ROLLS PASTRY

FINCHLEY
5 West 46th Street
NEW YORK

AN EXHIBITION
of CLOTHES and HABERDASHERY

At Beaton's Store
Tomorrow & Wednesday
JACK WILKINSON, REP.

FINCHLEY HAS ESTABLISHED A FRESH AND TASTEFUL STANDARDS OF ATTIRE, WHICH IS RECOGNIZED AND ACCEPTED BY COLLEGE MEN. JACKETS OF NEW SUITS ARE FULL-BODIED AND THE TROUSERS OF CORRECT COLLEGIATE WIDTH. FABRICS ARE IMPRESSIVE IN THEIR DISTINCT AND QUALITY.

RED LEATHER PUT-ON
TAILORS TO MEASURE

Finchley Haberdashery, selected abroad, has same character and style.

FINCHLEY
The Lost and Found Bureau in the Director's Office in Houston Club has articles belonging to the following men. They may be called for between the hours of 9 and 12 and 1 and 6.

Bennett, Dana S.
Bowden, Bennie.
Boyer, John J.
Bradsbaw, J. B.
Cooper, Samuel.
Covington, T. V.
Cupp, Paul J.
Duggin, Jesse.
Downing, Irv.
Falkenstein, S.
Farrington, Robert.
Feldstein, Harry.
Feldstein, Samuel.
Fleischer, Leonard.
Paley, Edward J.

The same Organization behind Supplee-Wills-Jones Milk is behind Supplee Ice Cream. The same careful attention given to every bottle of Supplee-Wills-Jones Milk is given to every quart of Supplee Ice Cream.

The milk and cream used in the manufacture of Supplee Ice Cream come from the same sources—and are the same quality—as the milk and cream delivered to your door by Supplee-Wills-Jones. Supplee Ice Cream is manufactured in one of the cleanest and most modern Ice Cream plants in the United States. It is a balanced food product made under scientific supervision.

Our facilities, developed to supply so great a percentage of the city's milk requirements, enable us to make an ice cream which tastes as good and tests as rich and pure as any ice cream, anywhere.

Our reputation, won by the quality of our milk, forbids our using any but the purest and best in Supplee Ice Cream. These guarantee its goodness.

Philadelphia prizes its daily plate of good ice cream. We feel that we are not boasting when we say that Supplee Ice Cream is worthy of being classed among the city’s genuine assets.

Assets to the City

In the daily routine of life we sometimes hold least those things which mean most. For example, suppose some supernatural force could pick up Fairmount Park and remove it from the city's borders. What would that mean to the city's health and well-being? Fairmount Park is one of Philadelphia's greatest assets.

Supplee-Wills-Jones distribute their dairy products daily into a larger number of Philadelphia homes and institutions than any other one food-enter. What a contribution to the public welfare? What a responsibility to those hundreds of thousands who place their confidence in Gold Medal Milk and Supplee Ice Cream?

Our facilities, developed to supply so great a percentage of the city's milk requirements, enable us to make an ice cream which tastes as good and tests as rich and pure as any ice cream, anywhere.

Our reputation, won by the quality of our milk, forbids our using any but the purest and best in Supplee Ice Cream. These guarantee its goodness.

Philadelphia prizes its daily plate of good ice cream. We feel that we are not boasting when we say that Supplee Ice Cream is worthy of being classed among the city's genuine assets.

Supplee-Wills-Jones

One Organization Behind Both
Penn Drug Company
Opposite Dorms.
Save $1-1/2.3c on all Eversharp
Save 38c on all Pencils and Banners,
Patronize our Fountain and Meet your Friends Here.

DO YOU NEED MONEY?
SEE DAVE BROOKS
321 WOODLAND AVE.
Money loaned on Everything. We buy and sell anything. Bargain in Used samplers.
Many valuable Medical Instruments, Drawing instruments, Dolls,
Valuable Costumes. Expert Watch and Jewelry Repairing.

CHARLEY APPLE TAKES
WEEK-END AT VASSAR

CLARK'S DELICATESSENT
LIGHT LUNCH
On 40th Street
Across from Dental School

University Restaurant Under New Management
Trading As

SPLENDID
RESTAURANT
3645 WOODLAND AVENUE

WILKINSON'S DRUG STORE
NOW OPEN
Hotel Pennsylvania, Thirty-ninth at Chestnut Street

Penn Electric Shoe Repair
44th-Across From Dental School

ROSE HINE
HAT CLEANING

Life Insurance as a Profession
A few reasons:
A business that is fascinating.
A business that will command all your college training and that will reward you for your intelligence and industry. If you should choose to pursue this career, you are assured of a comfortable future, and your company will provide you with all of the training and guidance necessary to succeed.

WESLEY GADD, District Agent
Phone, Squirrel Hill 1086

THE PHILADELPHIA LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Community Cleaning and Pressing Co.
Keep Kleene
3416 Walnut St.
Phone, Baring 8768

It's Poor Economy to Save On Vital Foods

There's who are eager to en-
joy health drinks Scott-Powell Golden "A"
Full Guernsey Milk—a better, purer, sweeter and creamier milk.

Produced by the famous Guernsey breed of cow, transported in glass-lined wonder trucks, it is delivered to your home morning after it leaves the farm.

"Fresher by a Day"

SCOTT-Powell Dairies, Inc.
Producers of Milk

Prentice 1903

Pennsylvania State University
College of Law
ITHACA, N. Y.

CREDIT INTEREST ONLY: Built during
Up the Hudson River From
Princeton, N. J.

ADDRESS PENN ALUMNI CLUB
It was with much glee that I held out
on the friends over my plans for the In-
trigue; for I thought of my
was the boy of the stage who wished
away without a word and was very
was not my idea of a successful evening.

The All-Girls was quite a success, where the lanyards which were
sharpened during recess went against us in the second, and onlookers
made wisely and from them forced
by a certain hysterical stress.

Early Saturday morning, the girls caught the train back to New York. It
went along, finding valiantly to keep possession of a large box by two
later hangers. For the purpose of
in the streets of the Hudson Valley.

Arriving in New York, we located across to Grand Central Terminal
and boarded the train, arriving in Peekskill
where the College of Pharmacy again declared a division from the
guards to show that we were in the right car.

It was a long day. We
which contained the main dining room, where we had
was a splendid and modern hotel, about long tailed. I was not

TRUSTS. Professor Scott, of the Harvard

University, was quite a

out with my pirl
from Vassar, *

and erstwhile ene-
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in the pre-

money.
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An Important Message to Men
From Strawbridge & Clothier

A larger number of men and young men depend upon this Clothing Store than upon any other. They have learned that our Clothing is right in style and quality and value. They get the greatest possible satisfaction for every dollar expended.

There's a combination of honest purpose, mercantile sense and productive genius in the Clothing we sell. There's good cloth of pure, long-staple wool in it. There's the skill of master designers in it. There's the good work and fine finish that experienced tailors only can put into it. But there is also the great buying power, the direct connections with sources of supply, the assembling of the great varieties and quantities that insure widest distribution and lowest cost.

Thousands of New Spring
Suits and Top Coats

| Wickham Spring Suits | $30.00 to $60.00 |
| Alco Spring Suits    | $30.00 to $50.00 |
| Stein-Bloch Suits    | $40.00 to $60.00 |
| Four-piece Golf Suits| $32.50 to $60.00 |
| Wickham Top Coats    | $30.00 to $50.00 |
| Alco Top Coats       | $38.50 to $45.00 |

In the wonderful assortment embraced in the above lines are many notable features, such as our Wickham Suits of British woolens at $50.00; Wickham Suits of the famous Ivan Simones worsteds from Belgium, at $55.00; Wickham Blue Serge Suits at $40.00; Wickham Knitted Top Coats at $35.00; Top Coats of the rich Ballygarvey fabrics at $45.00.

Men's and Young Men's
Wickham Spring Suits
$35.00

Fresh supplies of these remarkable Suits ready—of the desirable lighter and brighter fabrics—bluish grays, fawns and tans. Perfectly tailored—new hose-fitting coats, blubottomed vests and wider trousers. Sizes in all proportions—exceptional value at $35.00.

Men's and Young Men's
Extra-Trousers Suits
$36.50

A notable achievement, indeed—Suits that any man would regard as good value without the extra pair of trousers! Smart weaves in the favorite light colors; also smooth worsteds and the splendid dark blue unfinished worsted. A variety of models, including the English type with wide trousers; and plenty in conservative styles. Sizes and proportions for all men and young men—$36.50.

New Top Coats of
Imported Woolens
$27.50

Additional lots just received of these very unusual Top Coats for Friday and Saturday. They include Scottish Woolen Association coatings, Briarburne weaves and Skibo tweeds. Many of the Coats tailored in England, others made in this country of imported fabrics. Matchless value at $27.50.

Youths' Long-Trousers Suits with
Extra Trousers, Special at $25.00

Specially designed for the hard-to-fit, hard-to-suit youth of 16 to 20 years. Excellent fabric, excellently tailored.

Men's Separate Trousers—Special
Values at $3.65, $4.65 and $5.65

For the greater convenience of University of Pennsylvania students, a representative of the Strawbridge & Clothier Men's Store will be at Houston Hall today with a complete display of authentic fashions in Suits, Top Coats, Hats and Shoes for Spring. 1924.